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Chapter

Classification in Multi-Label
Datasets
Aouatef Mahani

Abstract

Multi-label datasets contain several classes, where each class can have multiple
values. They appear in several domains such as music categorization into emotions
and directed marketing. In this chapter, we are interested in the most popular task of
Data Mining, which is the classification, more precisely classification in multi-label
datasets. To do this, we will present the different methods used to extract knowledge
from these datasets. These methods are divided into two categories: problem trans-
formation methods and algorithm adaptation ones. The methods of the first category
transform multi-label classification problem into one or more single classification
problems. While the methods of the second category extend a specific learning algo-
rithm, in order to handle multi-label datasets directly. Also, we will present the
different evaluation measures used to evaluate the quality of extracted knowledge.

Keywords: classification, instance, classifier, rank, label

1. Introduction

Classification is the most popular task in Data Mining. It consists of attribute to the
appropriate class to an instance. There are several fields of classification that depend
on the number of classes and the number of possible values of a class in a dataset. If a
dataset contains a single class, which can have two values, then we speak about the
classification in binary datasets. However, if the single class has more than two values,
then we speak about the classification in multi-class datasets. In a case where a dataset
contains several classes at a time, we speak about the classification in multi-label
datasets.

Multi-label datasets appear in several applications such as text categorization [1],
image annotation [2, 3], web advertising [4], and music categorization [5]. In these
applications there are usually tens or hundreds of thousands of labels, while the
number is still increasing. It is important to extract knowledge from these datasets to
take decision. Consequently, the problem of classification in this kind of datasets is
being an important problem in machine learning, and it has attracted the attention of
many researchers.

For supervised learning algorithm from multi-label datasets, there are two major
tasks: multi-label classification MLC and label ranking (LR) [6]. The first task is
concerned with learning a model that outputs a bipartition of labels into relevant and
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irrelevant labels. The second task is concerned with learning model that outputs an
ordering of the class labels according to their relevance.

For both tasks, the different approaches and techniques are proposed to deal with
the classification in multi-label datasets divided into the two categories: problem
transformation methods and algorithm adaptation methods [7]. In the first category,
multi-label classification problem is transformed into one or more single classification
problems. However, in the second one, the existing approaches are adapted to the
studied problem.

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the different notations
used in the rest of chapter. In Section 3, we present at first the description mea-
sures of a multi-label dataset, and in the Section 4, we present the evaluation
metrics used to evaluate the performances of the test dataset. In Section 5, we
detail the different approaches and techniques used to deal with the problem of
classification in multi-label datasets. Finally, in Section 6, we make our concluding
remarks.

2. Notations

In the rest of this approach, we have used these notations:
D: is the concerned multi-label dataset.
N: is the size of multi-label dataset.
L: the set of labels.
Q: is the number of labels.
Y: is a set of labels, where Y is included in L with k = |Y|. It is known as k-label set.

Y : is the complementary set of Y.

3. Description measures

In a multi-label dataset, the number of labels varies from one instance to another.
For this reason, we can find some datasets that contain few labels compared with the
total number of labels. This could be a parameter that influences the performance of
different methods and approaches used to deal with the classification problem in
multi-label databases. Therefore, a statistical analysis is necessary in order to have a
description on a database [7, 8].

3.1 Label cardinality LC

LC indicates the average number of labels per instance (Eq. (1)).

LC ¼
1

N

X

N

i¼1

∣yi∣ (1)

3.2 Label density LD

LD is the average number of labels divided by the overall number of labels Q
(Eq. (2)).
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LD ¼
1

N

X

N

i¼1

∣yi∣

Q
(2)

3.3 Distinct label sets DL

DL counts the number of label sets that are unique across the total number of
instances (Eq. (3)).

DL ¼ ∣ ∃xi ∈X and Y i ⊆Y xi,Y ið Þ∈Df (3)

4. Evaluation measures

For classical classification, different performance measures have been proposed
such as accuracy and coverage. However, the performance measures for classification
in multi-label datasets are more complicated than single-class datasets. Consequently,
a number of evaluation measures are proposed specifically to the multi-label datasets.
These measures are categorized into two groups: example-based measures and label-
based ones.

4.1 Example-based measures

These measures evaluate each instance of test dataset, and they return the mean
value. They are also divided into two groups: prediction-based measures and ranking-
based ones. The former measures use a learning system, and they are calculated based
on the average difference of the actual and the predicted set of labels over all test
instances. Whereas, the latter measures evaluate the label ranking quality depending
on the scoring function f(.,.).

4.1.1 Prediction-based measures

Hamming Loss [9] represents the fraction of misclassified instances. If this mea-
sure is low, then the classifier has good performance (Eq. (4)).

H ¼
1

N
∗
X

m

i¼1

∣Yi∆Zi∣ where : Yi∆Zi ¼ XOR Yi, Zið Þ (4)

Classification Accuracy [10] represents the fraction of well-classified instances. It
is a very strict as it requires the predicted set of labels to be an exact match of the true
set of labels. It is also known as subset Accuracy [11] (Eq. (5)).

Classification Accuracy ¼
1

N
∗
X

N

i¼1

I Zi ¼ Yið Þ (5)

Where: I Zi ¼ Yið Þ=1 if Zi ¼ Yið Þ et 0 else.
Accuracy [12] represents the percentage of correctly predicted labels among all

predicted and true labels (Eq. (6)).
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Accuracy ¼
1

N
∗
X

N

i¼1

∣Yi∩Zi∣

∣Yi∪Zi∣
(6)

Precision represents the proportion of true positive predictions (Eq. (7)) [13].

Precision ¼
1

N
∗
X

N

i¼1

∣Yi∩Zi∣

∣Zi∣
(7)

Recall: estimates the proportion of true labels that have been predicted as positives
(Eq. (8)) [13].

Racall ¼
1

N
∗
X

N

i¼1

∣Yi∩Zi∣

∣Yi∣
(8)

4.1.2 Ranking-based metrics [14]

Coverage error evaluates how many steps are needed, on average, to move down
the ranked label list so as to cover all the relevant labels of the instance (Eq. (9)).

Coverage error ¼
1

N
∗
X

N

i¼1

max y∈Y i
rankf Xi, yð Þ � 1 (9)

One-error computes how many times the top-ranked label is not in the true set of
labels of the instance (Eq. (10)).

One� error ¼
1

N
∗
X

N

i¼1

argmax y∈Y i
f Xi, yð Þ

� �

∉ Y i

� �

(10)

4.2 Label-based measures

In the aim to present the label measures, we compute the four components of
the confusion matrix for each label yi, which are TPi, FPi, TNi, and FNi that
represent respectively true positive, false positive, true negative, and false negative
(Eqs. (11)-(14) [15].

TPi ¼ ∣ Xi where : yi ∈Y i and yi ∈Zi; 1≤ i≤N
� �

∣ (11)

FPi ¼ ∣ Xi where : yi ∉ Y i and yi ∈Zi; 1≤ i≤N
� �

∣ (12)

TNi ¼ ∣ Xi where : yi ∉ Y i and yi ∉ Zi; 1≤ i≤N
� �

∣ (13)

FNi ¼ ∣ Xi where : yi ∈Y i and yi ∉ Zi; 1≤ i≤N
� �

∣ (14)

The label measures evaluate each label, and they return the average. The calcula-
tion of the average of all the labels can be achieved using two operations: macro-
average and micro-average [16]. In macro-average, we calculate the performance
measure of each label (Eqs. (15) and (16)), and then we take the average. On the other
hand, in micro-average, we calculate the average performance measure of all the
labels (Eqs. (17) and (18)).
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Measures Macro-average measures Micro-average measures

Precision 1

L
∗
XL

i¼1

TPi

TPi þ FPi
(15)

PL
i¼1TPi

PL
i¼1TPi þ

PL
i¼1FPi

(17)

Recall 1
L ∗

PL
i¼1

TPi

TPiþFNi
(16)

PL

i¼1
TPi

PL

i¼1
TPiþ

PL

i¼1
FNi

(18)

5. Approaches and methods

The existing methods used to handle the classification problem in multi-label
datasets are divided into two groups: problem transformation methods and algorithm
adaptation methods.

5.1 Problem transformation method

This group transforms multi-label classification problem into one or more single
classification problem [17].

5.1.1 Copy transformation method

This method [18] creates a single label dataset from original multi-label one. It
replaces each multi-label instance with |Yi| labels by |Yi| instances. The variations
of this method are dubbed copy-weight, select family of transformations, and
ignore transformation. The first variation associates a weight to each produced
instance. In the second one, for each set of created instances, only one instance is
selected by applying the select max method that selects the most frequent instance,
or the select min method that selects the least frequent instance, or select random
one that selects an instance randomly. The last method deletes all multi-label
instances.

5.1.2 Binary relevance (BR)

BR [17] is one of the most popular methods. It generates one dataset for each label
where each dataset contains all instances, but with only one class, which may be
positive or negative. For each instance of the ith dataset, if its set of labels contains the
ith label, then its class is positive; otherwise its class is negative.

For each dataset, a classifier is generated. To classify a new instance, the BR
method returns the union of all labels predicted by generated classifiers.

Although BR is a simple transformation method, it has been strongly criticized due
to its incapacity of handling label dependency information [19].

5.1.3 Label power set (LP)

LP method [7] considers each set of labels of an instance as one class. For classify-
ing a new instance, BR outputs the most probable class.

LP takes into account label dependence, but it has two drawbacks. First, the
learning step becomes difficult when the number of label sets increases, especially
when this number is exponential [20]. Second, the class imbalance problem can
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appear when there are some label sets that are represented by very few instances in
the training dataset [20].

5.1.4 Random K-labelsets (RAKEL)

RAKEL [7] generates m Label Power set (LP) classifiers. To construct the LP
classifier, we randomly select a k-labelset from Lk without replacement, and we build
the appropriate training dataset. We note that the number of iterations m and the size
of a label set k are the user-specified parameters. The different steps are detailed in
this algorithm:

Input: training dataset D, set of labels L, parameters m and k.

Output: m classifiers and corresponding k-label sets Zi

Begin

1.Construct the set R of all k-label sets

2. for i:=1 to min(m, |Lk|) do

2.1. Select randomly the k-label set Zi from R; R:=R/Zi

2.2. Construct the corresponding training dataset Di:

• Di:= Ø

• For each instance (Xi,Si) from D do

◦ W:=Xi ∩ Zi

◦ If W = Ø, then replace Si by the empty class else replace Si by W

◦ Di:=Di U {(Xi,W)}

2.3. Build the classifier Hi using Di

End.

To classify a new instance, each classifier uses its corresponding k-label set as it is
illustrated in this algorithm:

Input: new instance X, set of m k-label set Zi, L, m LP classifiers Hj and the threshold T.

Output: vector of predictions V

Begin

1. for i:=1 to |L| do sumi:=0; votesi:=0

2. for j:=1 to m do

for each label li ϵ Zi do sumi:=sumi + Hj(X,li); votesi:=votesi + 1

3. for i:=1 to |L| do

Avgi:=sumi/votesi
If (Avgi > T), then Vi:=1 else Vi:=0

End.

5.1.5 Ranking by pair-wise comparison (RPC)

RPC [21] produces L*(L-1)/2 binary datasets from original dataset, one for each
pair (li, lj) with 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k. Each dataset contains only instances that have the label li
or lj, but not both, and it is used to generate a binary classifier. To classify a new
instance, each binary classifier outputs the labels, then the majority votes are applied
for each label.

5.1.6 Calibrated label ranking (CLR)

CLR [22] is a technique that extends RPC by introducing a new virtual label.
This latter is known as calibration label, and it is considered as a breaking point of
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the ranking that split the set of labels into two sets: relevant labels and irrelevant
labels.

5.1.7 Classifier chain model (CC)

CC [19] produces L classifiers as Binary Relevance, but the actual classifier
depends on previous one.

Example:

Attributes Label Attributes Label Attributes Label Attributes Label

X1 1 X1 1 1 X1 1 1 1 X1 1 1 1 0

X2 0 X2 0 0 X2 0 0 1 X2 0 0 1 1

X3 1 X3 1 1 X3 1 1 0 X3 1 1 0 1

X4 0 X4 0 0 X4 0 0 1 X4 0 0 1 0

X5 1 X5 1 0 X5 1 0 1 X5 1 0 1 1

5.1.8 Ensemble of classifier chains (ECC)

This technique [23] uses classifier chains as a base classifier. It trains several CC
classifiers using a standard bagging scheme. The produced binary models of each
chain are ordered according to a random seed. Each model predicts different label sets.
These predictions are summed per label so that each label receives a number of votes.
A threshold is used to select the most popular labels that form the final predicted
multi-label set.

5.1.9 Pruned sets (PS)

PS [24] consists of creating the new training dataset P from the original training
dataset D by pruning infrequently label sets. This operation is controlled by a param-
eter p, which determines how often a label combination must occur for it not to be
pruned. This algorithm summarizes this operation:

Input: the original dataset D and the parameter p.

Output: the pruned dataset P and the set of labels sets LC.

Begin

1.P:=Ø; LC:=Ø

2. for each instance (Xi,Si) from D do

If Si ϵ LC, then increment its frequency c by 1; else LC:=LC U (Si,1)

3. for each instance (Xi,Si) from D do

• Use LC to retrieve the frequency of Si: (Si,c)

• If c > p, then P:=P U {(Xi,Si)} else (Xi,Si) is considered as a pruned instance

4. for each pruned instance (Xi,Si) do

• Decompose Si into subsets si0, si1, … , sin where each sij belongs to LC and its frequency c is >p

• for each sij do form the new instance (di,sij); P:=P U {(di,sij)}

End.

The pruned instances are reintroduced into the training in the form of new
instances with smaller and more commonly found label sets. This allows the preser-
vation of the instances and information about their label set. However, the size of
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training dataset is increased, and the average number of labels per instance becomes
lower, which can in turn cause too few labels to be predicted at classification time.

5.1.10 Ensembles of pruned sets (EPS)

The PS method cannot create the new multi-label sets, which have not been seen in
the training dataset. Consequently, it presents a problem when working with datasets
where labelling is particularly irregular or complex. To solve this problem, an ensemble
of PS [24] is proposed. The build phase of EPS is straightforward. Over m iterations, a
subset of the training set is sampled and a PS classifier with relevant parameters is
trained using this subset. For prediction, the threshold t is used, and different multi-
label predictions are combined into a final prediction. This final label set may not have
been known to any of the individual PS models, allowing greater classification potential.

5.1.11 Hierarchy of multilabel classifiers (HOMER)

HOMER [25] is an effective and computationally efficient for multi-label classifica-
tion problem. Its principle consists of constructing a hierarchy of multi-label classifiers
in the form of tree, following the divide-and-conquer strategy. Each deals with a much
smaller set of labels compared with the set L. Each node of the tree contains a set of
labels and the produced classifier, in which the root contains the set of all labels, and the
leaves contain a single label. Each internal node contains the conjunction of the label
sets of its children. The construction of this tree is done by following these steps:

1.The root contains all labels.

2.Train the classifier H1 using all training dataset.

3.For each node n that contains more than a single label does.

• Create k children.

• Each child filters the training dataset of its parents by keeping instances that
have at least one of its own labels.

• Train the classifier Hn using the filtered dataset.

The question is how to distribute the labels of a node on k children?
For each child, the labels may be evenly distributed to k subsets in a way such that

labels belonging to the same subset are as similar as possible. To do this, HOMER uses
a balanced clustering algorithm, known as balanced k means.

5.2 Algorithm adaptation methods

5.2.1 Decision trees

The decision tree algorithm C4.5 [26] is efficient and robust for machine learning.
It consists of constructing a tree top down in which the nodes contain the most
suitable attributes. The selection of the suitable attribute is done by using the infor-
mation gain (Eq. (19)), which is the difference between the entropy of the remaining
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instances in the training dataset and the weighted sum of the entropy of the subsets
caused by partitioning on the values of that attribute.

information gain D,Að Þ ¼ entropty Dð Þ �
X

v∈VA

jDvj

jDj
∗ entropy Dvð Þ (15)

Where: D is the training dataset, A is the considered attribute, VA is the set of
possible values of the attribute A, Dv is the number of instances from the training
dataset in which the value of the attribute A is v, and the entropy for a set of instances
is defined in (Eq. (20)):

entropy Dð Þ ¼ �
X

N

i¼1

p cið Þ ∗ log p cið Þ (16)

Where: p(ci) is the probability (relative frequency) of class ci in this set.
The formula of the entropy is specific to a single class where the leaves contain one

class. Therefore, C45 algorithm is the problem for multi-label datasets, and it is
necessary to modify the formula of the entropy.

In [27], the learning process is accomplished by allowing multiple labels in the
leaves of the tree. The formula for calculating entropy is modified for solving multi-
label problems. The modified entropy sums the entropies for each individual class
label (Eq. (21)).

entropy Dð Þ ¼ �
X

N

i¼1

p cið Þ ∗ log p cið Þ þ q cið Þ ∗ log q cið Þ (17)

Where: p(ci) is the relative frequency of class label ci, and q(ci) = 1- p(ci).

5.2.2 K-nearest neighbors KNN

Several methods exist based on KNN algorithm. ML-KNN [28] is the extension of
KNN for classification problem in multi-label datasets. It consists of computing the
prior and posterior probabilities to determine labels of a test instance. We introduce
these notations before presenting ML-KNN.

• The category vector y
!
of an instance X: is a vector of size L where y

!
lð Þ ¼ 1 if l ϵ Y

and 0 otherwise.

• The K-nearest neighbors of X: N(X)

• The membership counting vector C
!
: to count the frequency of each label from N

(X).

• The event Hl
1 that the instance X has label l.

• The event Hl
0 that X has not label l.

• The event El
j (j ∈ {0, 1, … , k}) denote the event that, among the k nearest

neighbors of X, there are exactly j instances, which have label l.
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To classify the test instance T, we follow these steps:

• Compute the prior probability P(Hl
1) of each label l using all the training dataset

(Eq. (22)):

P Hl
1

� 	

¼ sþ
X

N

i¼1

y
!
xi

lð Þ= s ∗ 2þNð Þ (18)

Where: N is the size of the training dataset, s is an input argument, which is a
smoothing parameter controlling the strength of uniform prior.

• Determine the K-nearest neighbors of T.

• Compute the posterior probability P El
jnH

l
b


 �

for each label l and for each

neighbor j (Eq. (23) and Eq. (24)):

P El
jnH

l
1


 �

¼ sþ c j½ �Þ= s ∗ Kþ 1ð Þð ÞÞ þ
X

K

p¼0

C1 p½ � (19)

P El
jnH

l
0


 �

¼ sþ c0 j½ �Þ= s ∗ Kþ 1ð Þð ÞÞ þ
X

K

p¼0

C2 p½ � (20)

Where the vectors C1 and C2 are computed for each label and each instance.

• Compute the prediction using the posterior probabilities.

5.2.3 Support vector machine

The support vector machines (SVMs) have been extended to handle the multi-
label problem. For example, Rank-SVM [29] defines a linear model based on a ranking
system combined with a label set size predictor with the aim to minimize the ranking
loss (Eq. (25)) and to maximize the margin.

RLoss ¼
1

N
þ
X

N

i¼1

1

∣Yi∣ ∗ ∣Yi∣
∗ ∣R xið Þ∣ (21)

Where R(xi) = {(l1, l2) ∈ Yi * Yi | f(xi, l1) ≤ f(xi, l2)}, Yi denotes the complement of
Yi in Y, and f is the scoring function that gives a score for each label l interpreted as the
probability that l is relevant.

5.2.4 Ensemble methods

AdaBoost.MH [30] is the extension of the AdaBoost algorithm, which is designed
to minimize the hamming loss; for more details, see [31]. The minimization is done by
decomposing the problem into k orthogonal binary classification problems.

AdaBoost.MR [30] is designed to find a hypothesis that ranks the correct labels at
the top.
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6. Conclusion

In this chapter, we have presented the classification problem in multi-label
datasets, which is an important problem because these datasets appear in several
domains. We have presented the description measures and the suitable metrics to
evaluate the performances of the extracted knowledge. Then, we have reviewed the
different approaches and methods used to deal, which are divided into two main
categories: multi-label transformation methods and algorithm adaptation methods.

In future work, we are planning to present a state of the art about different
approaches and techniques used to handle the classification problem in imbalanced
multi-label datasets.
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